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INTRODUCTION
Discover the fascinating world of numerology! With an
accredited NumeroloDy course, you can lay a thorough
foundation in this intriguing discipline, while having
access to ongoing support after completion. After
completing the course, not only you will have the
knowledge, skills and certificate, but wonderful
opportunities will open up for you to flourish further!
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Get a priceless insight into people
around you! We all want our children
and romantic partners to experience
joy, but understanding their
motivation can be difficult. This
course will equip you with a skill that
will help you fill this gap - so that
everyone feels heard and understood.
Start releasing your sleeping
potential thanks to numerology!

Become a Numerologist!

Are you looking for answers about
your place in the world, how to use
your gifts and why do you feel in a
certain way? Numerology will help
you find answers! Take part in this
course to discover a part of yourself,
which may have been hidden so far.
Delight with new, fascinating
knowledge and possibilities!
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Free your hidden potential with
Numeolody! Our accredited course is
an amazing introduction to the world
of numerology, and at every step, you
will receive full support from us. Get
ready to be amazed - after
completing the course, a completely
new universe is waiting for you!

Get to know the others!Get to know yourself!



WHO IS DOROTA?
Before I met numerology, I completed certified courses in psychology,
communication, personal development, sales, and team building. I am a
happy wife, mother of two teenagers, and ...  lucky woman who has
already understood her talents, gifts ... place, and role in our world.

I am a certified numerologist & numerology teacher.

I am fascinated by the versatility and precision of numerology. I am
constantly expanding my knowledge and experience in this field. My
task is to stand with you, your relationship, your family, and your
company when you are looking for opportunities to open your wings.

Today I know and I am sure that this process begins by discovering
yourself. A greater understanding of ourselves and then the people
around us, the circumstances lead us to subsequent levels of
development. And that's what I use the numerology's power for!
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WHY IS IT WORTH IT?
By participating in the numerology course, you can gain
internal peace and strength to take action in accordance
with the direction of your heart. It will also provide you
with reliable tools to work on yourself, in the family, and in
the outside world; self-confidence when reading numbers;
safety and professionalism in contacts with others;
lifelong learning support! You will also receive a one-year
free membership in the International Association of
Numerologists and materials thanks to which you will be
able to embed gathered knowledge and continue
numerology yourself!
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Discovering the fascinating world of numbers! Discovering their power and
meaning. Studies of the psychological portrait offered by every numerical
vibration, different types of calculations, deciphering numerological
methods of different cultures - all this is waiting for discovery. You will
learn to read how this collection of characters can offer insight into your
life - and then trust what you see in them!

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
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You will awaken your internal numerologist! Having at your disposal
powerful systems and a bit of practice, you can bring out the best. You will
work on sharpening your intuition and opening the door to a deeper
understanding by observing the numbers around us. So begin your exciting
new journey of self-discovery!

Discovering the depth of personality and how to use its hidden potential!
Numerology can help you discover secrets that hide in your interior, and is a
great way to combine intuition and intellect in individual discovering
yourself. Open yourself to this existential approach so that you can
strengthen your synchronization with your higher "I" in order to achieve
greater fulfillment here and now!



Numerology Systems.
Sacred Geometry.
The Athenor.
The Tree Of Life / Kabbalah.
Numbers and Mathematics.
The Platonic Solids.
The I Ching.
Mandalas; colours and numbers.
Name Numbers
Names; Missing Numbers.
Names: Repetition Numbers
Personality Numbers
Soul Numbers.
Karmic Numbers.
Personal Year Numbers.
How to draw up a full Birth Chart

THE TOPICS COVERED ARE:
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Genesis
Attributes
Year, Month, Day

Sacred Geometry
Number Transformation
Gematria (Lessons from the Past)

Number and Self Development
Visiting Ancient Systems (with an open mind)
Reflecting on personal symbols

MODULE 1 - Number as Teacher

MODULE 2 - Manifesting Wisdom

MODULE 3 - Transcending the Intellect

COURSE MODULES:
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The course lasts 12 days 
Each session lasts about 3.5
hours and is conducted live online

WHEN DO WE START?

The course is conducted LIVE in
the form of an online session
Consists of 3 modules discussing
9 sections, taking over 16 topics
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The final start date will be given to
participants who have enrolled on the
list. You can book your place by going
to the page:
https://numerolody.com/rezerwacja1

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE?WHAT DOES THIS COURSE
LOOK LIKE?

https://numerolody.com/rezerwacja1


Rezerwacja: numerolody.com/rezerwacja1

Masz pytania? dorota@numerolody.com

RESERVE YOUR
PLACE
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Are you ready to discover the secrets of numbers and direct
your life more precisely? Join our numerological course today.
Thanks to this unique possibility, you can gain insight into
yourself and others, while building a certified numerologist's
career. Take part in this amazing journey - book your place :)

https://numerolody.com/rezerwacja1
mailto:dorota@numerolody.com

